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OBJECT.\' AND AIMS OF THIS PAPEi< 

111e ouJeCLS of ci1is µapt:1 ai e. 

to outline tlle lustory ot the Lhtldren Y ow1g Persons and their r rum lies Act I '.:J~'.:J and 

01 the tam11y group conterence process; 

to discuss the principies and mechamcs of the Act; 

to expiore the objectives of famiiy empowennenr and victim empowennem ; 

to look at how the Act works in pracrice; 

to discuss the problems of a process that tries lo achieve both family and v1cilm 

empowerment; 

to consider whether farnjly empowerment should be the p1imary objective of FGCs. 

This paper argues that fainily empowennent was the central intention of the FGC process 

when it first developed. lt is argued that victim involvement in the FGC process has increased 

and changed in nature in recent years and that this has resulted in tensions. The tensions 

identified are in the running of the process, the scope of the decision making and the type of 

ctec1s1on reached. I his paper considers the effect of prioritising victim interests and concludes 

that family empowennent is essential for an effective FGC process and should take priority 

when conflict arises. 

The text of this paper ( excludmg contents page, tootnotes, btbhography and annexures) 
compnses approximately 11. 7UU words. 



I INTRODUCTION 

A Introduction 
"Ultimately the goal is to come to a resolution which takes into account the well-

being of the child or young person, the need of the family for support and the 

need to be accountable to society for any offending."
1 

In I CJ89 legislation came into force which provided a urnque new process for 

dealing with youth offending. The Children, Young Persons and their Families 

Act (CYPF Act) involved a radical shift in criminal process and the principles on 

which youth justice was based. It aimed to divert youth out of formal justice 

proceedings, providing instead a culturally sensitive, family centred process. 

Pivotal to this scheme was the Family Group Conference (FGC), a new decision 

making process. While sjmilar processes had been tried previously the conference 

concept was internationally a first in youth justice policy. 

The primary mm of the FGC was to provide a process flexible enough to address 

the individual's offending in a way that recogrused their cultural and familial 

needs as well as holding them accountable for their offending. Over time the 

process has developed and the emphasis placed on the various objectives 

promoted by FGCs has changed. ln particular, there has been a shift towards 

increasing the involvement of the victim in the process. More and more the FGC 

process has been characte1ised as a restorative justice process where the victim 

and offender come together to restore the balance caused by the offence. This 

shift impacts upon the way the system runs. 

l11is paper is intended to consider how the objective of victim empowenne!"!t and 

reconciliation impacts upon the FGC"s ability to provide a process of family 

empowennent. lt is argued that both concepts have merit but that in many cases 

the two objectives may not both be successfully achieved within a conference 

1 G Maxwell and J P Robertson ''Statistics on the first year of the Children Young Persons 
and their Families Act 1989" in Office of the Commissioner for Children An Appraisal of 
the First Year of the Children Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 (Wellington, 

1991)14. 
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This paper attempts to pinpoint some of the likely effects of this tension and raise 

some of the difficulties that arise in addressing them. 

Pa11 II of this paper outlines the history of the Act and FGC process. Pan Ill 

focuses on the principles and mechanics of the Act. Pan IV explores the 

objectives of family empowerment and victim empowerment. Part V looks at the 

Act in practice, Patt VI discusses the problems of a process that tries to achieve 

both family and victim empowerment. Pan VII considers whether family 

empowerment is an important primary objective of FGCs. 

B Empirical Research 

In the course of writing this paper I looked at family group plans setting out the 

decisions of FGCs held over a two month period in 1997 in an urban area. The 

ve1y limited scope of the research makes it inappropriate to draw any general 

conclusions about the outcomes of FGCs from the results. They do, however, 

provide some interesting examples of the kinds of decisions reached. The research 

involved looking at 13 plans. A selection of these plans are used as case studies 

throughout the paper. 

II THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CYPF ACT 

A The Need for a New Youth Justice Process 

FGCs can be described in several different ways: as a system of reintegration into 

the community, as a restorative process primarily concerned with restoring 

relations between the offender and victim, as a means of involving the victim and 

making the offender accountable or as an empowe1ing and decolonising process 

reducing the extent of welfare and state intervention and allowing indigenous 

people to impose their own authorities. 2 In New Zealand there has been a 

tendency of late to focus upon victim/ off ender relations yet the development of 

the Act was very much rooted in family empowennent and the reduction of state 

intervention in addition to offender accountability . 
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The move to replace the Children and Young Persons Act 1974 arose out of 

widespread dissatisfaction witl1 the way it dealt wiili youili justice proceedings.
3 

While the 1974 Act was intended to divert youili away from ilie system this was 

not happening and the system remained highly interventionist. Practitioners 

questioned the effectiveness of ilieir rehabilitative approach to youth offending.~ 

In particular, there was concern that too many yow1g people were being 

institutionalised and tllat procedures were racist and monocultural.
5 

ln 1984 the government authorised a review of the legislation and a working party 

witllout Maori representation was established.6 The initial call for submissions on 

a new youth justice system took place in December 1984. The terms of reference 

set down by the Minister focused on diversion. Issues of cultural appropriateness 

were not raised at this time. ln December l 986, following consultation a bill was 

introduced into parliament. The bill was widely criticised. ln particular, Maori felt 

it failed to establish culturally relevant ways of dealing wiili offending.
7 

Critics 

felt it relied too heavily on court processes and lacked alternative cultural and 

community approaches to crime.8 A new working party was established charged 

witll making it simpler, more flexible and more culturally relevant.
9 

2 Harry Blagg " A Just Measure of Shame·J Aboriginal Youth and Conferencing in 
Australia' ' ( 1997) 37 Brit. J. Criminal 48 I, 48 l 
3 There were equally as many concerns with the way it responded to care and protection 
proceedings but that is outside the scope of this paper. 
4 M Doolan " Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea 
(eds) The Youth Court ill New Zealand: A New Model of Justice (Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland, 1993) 17, 19. 
5 Working Party on the Children and Young Persons Bill ReFiew (!{ the Chifdre11 a11d 
You11g Persolls Bill 1989 (Wellington, 1987) 82. 
6 M Doolan " Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea 
(eds) The Youth Court in New Zeala11d: A New Model of Justice (Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland, 1993) I 7, 20. 
7 M Doolan "Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McEirea 
(eds) 7he Yo111h Courl i11 New Zealand: A New Model 0JJ11slice (Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland., 1993) 17 , 20 
8 Working Party on the Children and Young Persons Bill Review of !he Children and 
Yo1111g Persons Bill /989 (Wellington, 1987) 82 
9 M Doolan " Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea 
(eds) Jhe Youth Court in New Zealand: A New Model of Justice (Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland, 1993) I 7. 21 
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In 1988 the Select Committee undertook further, intensive consultation with 

Maori and Pacific Island people throughout the country.
10 

Maori expressed concern that the court system ignored their values, customs and 

beliefs.11 In pa.iticular, they objected to the formality, focus on the i.ndividual and 

punitive, isolating values of the process, values that were considered alien to 

Polynesian youth and ineffective in preventing reoffending. 

Maori saw the courts and welfare services as intrusive and destructive. The 

welfare approach "often [eroded) the rights of famjly , whanau, bapu, iwi , and 

family groups, undermining their mana and destroying the skills and resources 

they could once prnvide for thei.r children." 12 This ·'subjected children and young 

people to the ill effects of prolonged substitute care, to disruption of their sense of 

identity and belonging and to the attenda.i1t stigma of being state wards. "
1

' 

Decisions were being made for Maori by a state that espoused Pakeha values with 

little input from Maori. Maori and Pacific Islanders were at greater risk of having 

coercive and intrusive welfare measures placed on them. 14 As a result they suffered 

from a disproportionately high level of state intervention. It is estimated that in the 

1980s Maori were over represented in institutions by about three times. 
15 

Families and young offenders felt uninvolved i.n the court process and found it 

frustrating and a waste of time.16 Maori dema.i1ded a right to participate m 

10 Jean-Benoit Zegers and Catherine Price "Youth Justice and the Children, Young 
Persons, and Their Families Act 1989"( 1994)7 AULR 803, 804. 
11 Jean-Benoit Zegers and Catherine Price "Youth Justice and the Children, Young 
Persons, and Their Families Act 1989" ( 1994)7 AULR 803, 804 . 
12 Department of Social Welfare Care and Protection Handbook ( 1989) as quoted in C 
Phillips "The Children Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 and the Paramount 
interests of Children>' ( 1994) 7 AULP-. e5:, 865 . 
13 Department of Social Welfare Care and Protection Handbook ( 1989) as quoted in C 
Phillips "The Children Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 and the Paramount 
Interests of Children" (1994) 7 AULR 861 , 865 . 
14 M Doolan "Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McEirea 
(eds) 1he Youth Court in New Zealand: A New Model of Justice (Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland, 1993) 17, 18 . 
i' T Oisen et ai '·Maori and Youth Justice in New Zealand" in KM HazJehurst Popular 
.!11sfice and Community Regeneration l'athways <~/ !ndige11011s Reform (Praegar, 
Westport, 1995) 43, 47 
16 J Tauri and A Morris "Re-forming Justice: The Potential of Maori Processes" ( 1997) 30 
The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminolof,ry 149, I 58 . 
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addressing the problem of youth offending and to do so in a way that was relevant 

and appropriate for their young people. On the basis of this consultation the bill 

was again revised. 

B Tlte Involvement of Maori 
The FGC process owes much to the input of Maori in the development of the Act. 

The Act was developed at a time when Maori politics was becoming increasingly 

radical. 17 The seriousness of the Maori/ criminal justice system relationship was 

apparent in the statistics which showed that between 1961 and 1984 while the 

number of Pakeha charged with offences doubled, the number of Maori increased 

six fold. 18 The need to address these concerns was recognised. Cultural clifference 

and the appropriateness of recognising such differences within the justice system 

were being debated. 

At that time Moana Jackson was unde1taking a major research project on the 

reasons for and appropriate solutions to the high rate of Maori offending.
19 

He 

argued that the system itself was part of the problem. He argued that the high rate 

of Maori offending was connected to the colonisation of New Zealand and the 

resultant denial of traditional Maori methods of justice. Traditional Anglo Saxon 

law with its focus on individual rights placed the crown at the centre of the 

process, acting both as the aggrieved agent seeking redress and imposing 

sanctions. The Maori belief in collective responsibility was not recognised. The 

laws of New Zealand had been fomrnlated and enforced in a manner that 

recognised only Pakeha values and were "seen as an alien, exclusive, and often 

discriminating process detrimental to (Maori) interests.''
20 

17 J Tauri "Indigenous Justice or Popular Justice? Issues in the development ofa Maori 
Criminal Justice System" in P Spoonley et al (eds) Nga PaJai Racism and EJhnic RelaJions 
i11 Ao1earoa New Zealand (Dunmore Press. Palmerston North. 1996) 202. 202 . 
18 J Tauri " lndigenous Justice or Popular Justice? Issues in the development of a Maori 
Criminal Justice System" in P Spoonley et al ( eds) Nga l-'a1ai Racism and Ethnic Rela1ions 
i11 A otearoa New Zealand (Dunmore Press , Palmerston orth , 1996) 202, 203. 
19 M Jackson The Maori and the Cnmmal ./us/ice System He Whwpaanga hou- a new 
perspective /Jar/ 2 (Department of Justice, Wellington, J 988) 
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He argued that this deniaJ of Maori values had a damaging impact on Maori 

society isolating offenders, breaking down their ties with their whanau, hapu and 

iwi (wider family group) and damaging their informaJ methods of sociaJ control.
21 

Jackson argued that the c1iminal justice system was monocultural and entirely 

alien to Maori. He argued that the most appropriate means of rectifying the 

problem would be to introduce a separate Maoti justice system giving Maori 

some autonomy over the offending of their people, an idea rejected as "absolutely 

intolerable" by the Minister. 22 

ln relation to youth offending Jackson contended: 

"'One of the most difficult areas of conflict within the background of young 

offenders has been the power of the state, especially the Department of Social 

Welfare, to place children in care after appearances in court .. the conflict is 

best captured in the difference between the Pakeha view that the state has the 

right to consider the best interests of the child as paramount, and the Maori 

view that whanau and group obligations are equally valid . . it is a question of 

who can most appropriately decide what is best for the child. "23 

The report was pivotal to the shift in the Act to aJlow the involvement of the wider 

family and the recognition of collective responsibility. 2
.i 

C The New Act 

The C'YPF Bill enacted in 1989 was intended to protect families from "over-

zealous professional intervention" giving them the oppo1tunity to solve problems 

themselves.25 Its guiding principle was to aJlow families to maintain their 

20 M Jackson The Maori and the Criminal Justice System He rrna1paanga ho11- a new 
perspeclive Par/ 2 (Department of Justice, Wellington, I 988) 111 . 
21 M Jackson The Maori and the Criminal Justice System He Whaipaanga hou- a new 
per.spective Part 2 (Department of Justice, Wellington, 1988) 112. 
22 M Jackson "Justice and Political Power: Reasserting Maori Legal Processes" in KM 
Hazlehurst Legal P/11ra/ism and Jhe Colonial Legacy Indigenous Lxpenences of Justice i11 
Canada. Australian and New Zealand (Avebury, Sydney, 1995) 243 . 260 
23 M Jackson The Maori and the Criminal Justice System He Wha11,aw1xa ;,u11- u 11t'11 ' 

perspective l'art 2 (Uepartment ot Justice, Wellmgton, 1988) 18"/ 
2.; R Wiicox et ai Famiiy Decision Making Family Group Conferences A Prac1111011ers 
f ·,ew (Practitioners' Publishing 1991 , Lower Hutt, 1991) 3 
25 (20 April 1989) 497 NZPD l O 105 
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autonomy to the greatest extent possible.26 Keall MP, reporting back from the 

Social Services Committee, said it had two major objectives: a facilitative focus 

and a family centTed focus, recognising that the family is in the best position to 

provide good solutions and that children' s needs are usually best served within the 

family .27 The Act sought to "promote the well-being of families, and to stTengthen 

the ability of families, whanau, hapu, and iwi to protect young people from harm 

and to discharge their responsibilities .. . and stTengthen the ability and confidence 

of parents and families and encourage their participation in decision-making.''
28 

Debate on the CYPF Bill focused on the role of the family and the need for the 

offender to take responsibility for their offending; there was little mention of the 

role of the victim, although their ability to be present and the possibility of 

reparation for victims was bighlighted.29 Primarily they were seen as a useful 

means of ensuring the offender was held accountable. 

The legislation developed was intended to recognise the communitarian values 

common to Maori and Pacific Island cultures but also to empower all families and 

communities of youth in all cultures to take a leading role in the decision making 

process when offending needed to be dealt with. 

lll THE ACT 

A The Principles 

The CYPF Act is unusual in that it sets out its objectives and principles in the Act. 

The primary objective of the Act is to promote the well being of children, young 

persons and their families and family groups by enswing that where children or 

young persons commit offences they are held accountable, and encouraged to 

accept responsibility for their behaviour; and that they are dealt with in a way that 

acknowledges their needs and that will give them the opportunity to develop in 

26 Working Party on the Children and Young Persons Bill Review c?f the Children and 
Young Persons Riff /989 (Wellington, 1987) 56 
27 (20 April 1989) 497 NZPD l O I 07. 
28 (20 April 1989) 497 NZPD I O l 07. 
29 (2 May 1989) 497 ZPD I 0310. 
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responsible, beneficial, and socially acceptable ways.30 Ln accordance with Maori 

values the family group whose well-being is of concern is not limited to the 

nuclear family . It includes the extended family- whanau, hapu and iwi. 

State intervention is kept to a minimum . Criminal Proceedings must be used only 

as a last resort when no other alternative is available.3 1 ln most cases it is expected 

that youth will be diverted. This reflects the fact that juvenile offending tends to 

be less serious in nature and degree tJ1an adult off ending. For example, in 1995 

62% of juvenile offenders were apprehended for dishonesty offences compared to 

39% of adult offenders, l 0% of young offenders committed property damage 

compared to 6% of adult offenders. Juvenile offenders are less likely to be 

apprehended for violent offences (9% compared to 18%) and violent offences are 

likely to be less serious.32 Further it reflects the fact that most youth that offend do 

not go on to be adult offenders and that intrusion by outside agencies in their lives 

can do more harm than good damaging informal social control mechan.isms.
33 

The Act rejects the use of criminal proceedings for welfare purposes. 
34 

Rather the 

Act takes a Justice approach to offending, emphasising the need to take 

responsibility for offending. 

TI1e Act focuses on family empowe1ment, requmng measures for dealing with 

young people to be designed to strengthen the family , whanau, hapu and iwi, and 

to enable these groups to deal with their young people in their own ways. Any 

sanctions must promote the development of the young person within their family 

and families should be able to procure services which are appropriate to their 

needs, accessible and provided by organisations sensitive to the youth ' s cultural 

background. 

The Act discourages the isolation and stigmatisation of youth and requires young 

offenders to be kept in the community unless that could be unsafe. 

Jo Section 4(f) of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989. 
J I Section 20(a) of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 
32 Statistics New Zealand New Zealand Now Crime ( 1996, Wellington) 3 7. 
13 Milt Carrol "Juvenile Justice in Victoria'· ( 1992) June/ July Criminology Australia 2, 3. 
34 Section 208 (ii) of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 
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The Act also recognises victims holding that any measures for dealing with young 

offenders must have "due regard to the interests of any victims of that offending" 

B The Process 
The CYPF Act seeks to divert youth out of the court system in all but the most 

serious cases, to emphasise accountability, to protect young people's rights, to 

involve the family, offender and victim in decisions about the appropriate 

response to offending and to be responsive to indigenous cultural traditions.
35 

lt 

does this in several ways at different stages of the justice process. for example, it 

requires police to dive1t youth whenever possible. Police therefore rely heavily on 

warnings in most cases of offending and 90% of offending is diverted. Ln criminal 

investigations youth are given special rights. For example, when questioning 

youth police must do so in front of an adult and inform the youth of their rights. 
36 

Where offending is more senous criminal proceedings will result. The Youth 

Justice system deals with the offending of 14 to 16 year aids and those aged LO to 

13 who have committed mmder or manslaughter. Other young people are dealt 

with under care and protection proceedings when they commit an offence. 

The centraJ mechanism by which offending is addressed in the system is the FGC. 

The FGC avoids many of the problems of the old system. The previous diversion 

mechanisms- the Children's Boards and Youth Aid Conferences had been largely 

composed of officials and professionals37 whereas the new conference largely 

involves members of the offender 's family . The old diversionary mechanisms 

35 Jean-Benoit Zegers and Catherine Price " Youth Justice and the Children, Young 
Persons, and Their Families Act 1989" (1994)7 AULR 803 , 804. 
36 Gabrielle Maxwell and AJlison Morris J11venile Crime and the Children Yo11ng Persons 
and their Families Act 1989 (Institute of Criminology, Wellington, 1990) J. 
37 M Doolan " Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea 
( eds) The Youth Court in New Zealand: A New Model of .Justice (Legal Research 
Foundation. Auckland. 1993) 17. 21 
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were also easily bypassed by police and tended to have a net widening effect.
38 

Under the new scheme they are pitched at serious offending and only on rare 

occasions can they be bypassed for the courts. 

Where offending is serious or persistent the youth is referred to youth justice co-

ordinators. These offenders all pruticipate in a FGC. A FGC is a conference 

convened to decide how best to respond to a youth ' s offending. lt will occur only 

where a youth admits guilt. Even in very serious proceedings where the youth is 

arrested and the case is before the youth court an FGC will usually be held and its 

recommendations taken into account by the court. 

Youth Justice Co-ordinators convene and facilitate conferences. They are 

responsible for ensu1ing that the FGC meets the objectives and principles of the 

Act. ln consultation with the offender's family and the victim, they organise an 

appropriate time and place for the conference.19 The location of the FGC varies. lt 

may be held in the youth's family home, on a marae or at the Children and Young 

Persons Services office, for example. 

Conferences are intended to provide a personalised forum where those people 

with the greatest interest in addressing the offending can take part in developing 

solutions for dealing with the youth involved. ·nie co-ordinator is responsible for 

inviting people after consultation with the offender's family . 

FGCs may be attended by the offender, any member of the offender's frunily, any 

individuals who the frunily wishes to be present, a police officer, a youth justice 

co-ordinator, the victim or their representative, a lawyer if the case is before the 

youth court, a social worker if the youth is also involved in cru·e and protection 

issues and a reasonable nwnber of victim supporters_.io 

38 M Doolan " Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea 
(eds) the Yo111h Cm11·1 in New Zealand: A Nell' Model qf )us/ice (Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland, 1993) 17. 21 
19 Section 250 ofthe Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989. 
40 Section 25 l of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 
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The process does not follow a set fonnat. The Co-ordinator runs it in conjunction 

with the offender's family. lts fon11 should reflect the cultural background of the 

offender. For example, a Maori family may wish to begin proceedings with a 

karakia or include other cultural processes within the conference. 

The group is charged with developing a plan aimed at addressing the offending. 

TI1ere are no limits on the kinds of initiatives that may be included in the decision. 

It may include reparation, community work, an apology or undertakings aimed at 

addressing broader problems. For example, the youth may undertake to enrol in a 

drug and alcohol or educational programme. All participants have a say in the 

decision-making process. The FGC is intended to give the offender an 

opportunity to actively participate in a non-stigmatising and re-integrative process. 

The family is given some time alone with the offender before a final decision is 

reached to discuss the plan. All members of the conference must then agree to the 

plan for it to be implemented.41 111 90% of cases consensus is reached and a plan 

agreed to.42 

The group may decide to proceed or discontinue court proceedings against the 

youth, require reparation to the victim or impose an appropriate penalty against 

the youth.43 If no agreement is reached the matter proceeds to the youth court and 

the judge may impose an order after hearing of the family's wishes.
44 

The court 

may not impose an order without a family group conference having been 

convened.45 Where a family group agrees to a plan the Co-ordinator is bound to 

try and persuade the prosecuting authority to accept the decision.
46 

The youth 

court reviews all court ordered FGC decisions but it is rare for the court to reject a 

decision. The plan is legally binding and can only be changed by the holding of 

another HK' 

41 Section 264 ofthe Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 
42 J Braithwaite "What is to be done about Criminal Justice?" in MJA Brown and FWM 
McElrea (eds) The Youth Court in New Zealand: A New Model of Jusllce (Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland, 1993) 33, 39. 
43 Section 260 of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989. 
44 Section 283 of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989. 
45 Section 281 of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 
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Enforcement of the plan may involve state officials, such as the Co-ordinator, or a 

family member may accept responsibility for this. 

fr THE CENTRAL OBJECTIVES OF FGCs 

A Family as Decision Makers 

There are two threads to the central FGC objective of family decision-makmg. 

The first 1s family empowerment to shape the process and outcome in a manner 

appropriate to their family and culture; the second is to encourage family 

responsibility for their youth. 

1 Culturally appropriate decision making 

''The Act reflects a widely held conviction that ways must be sought of assisting 

and supporting children and young persons and their families in a manner that 

recognises New Zealand's cultural diversity.'"'7 

While the changes to the youth system were due largely to Maori frustration with 

the way the criminal justice system disempowered them the intention of the Act is 

to provide a system appropriate to all cultural groups. Maori and Pacific Island 

youth are, however, a particular focus as these groups were and remain over 

represented in youth offending. In 1996 56% of young off enders were Maori , 

32% were Pakeha and 11% were Pacific lslanders.48 

The Act seeks to be culturally appropriate by providing a process which is 

culturally familiar to Maori, and Pacific Islanders. Its focus on community. 

46 M Doolan "Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea 
(eds) The Yo111h ( '011rl in New Zealand: A New Model of .J11sl1ce ( Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland, 1993) 17, 22. 
47 (27 April 1989) 497 NZPD 10247. 
48 Ministry of Justice Conviction and Se111enci11g of Ojfenders i11 New ZealcmJ: /987- 1996 
<http :/ /wwwj ustice.govt .nzlpubs/reports/ l 998/conviction/chapter _ S. html> (last accessed 
3 July 1998) 
5 3. Both Maori ( l 07 per l OOO in that age group) and Pacific Islanders ( 52 per 1 OOO in 
that age group) are significantly more likely to be arrested for offending than other ethnic 
groups (28 per 1 OOO in that age group) . Statistics from Statistics New Leal and New 
Zealand Nmr Cnme (!996, Wellington) 38 
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consensus decision making, its broad concept of family and the p1imacy of the 

family in taking responsibiJity for and addressing offending are all elements of 

FGCs common to traditional Polynesian decision making. In addition to these 

established values the Act tries to provide a flexible process with room for 

families to impose tJ1eir own cultural values. Families may choose to include 

culturally appropriate practices such as karakia in the conference. They may 

choose where the conference is held and they may take control of the conference 

running it while the co-ordinator takes a lesser role. The flexibility of outcome is 

also intended to allow for culturally appropriate solutions witJ1 families being able 

to choose to use culturally appropriate services in solving any problems that the 

offending reveals. The scheme intends that government provide funding for these 

services. 

Under the old system the offender moved tlu-ough a system they often did not 

understand and were confronted by officials with whom they had no connection. 

[t was therefore very easy to become insulated from the offending. Hy developing 

a process underpinned by values with which these cultures are familiar and 

allowing families to tailor processes to meet their cultural needs it was hoped to 

provide a more meaningful and tJrns more effective process. 

2 Family responsibility for good decisions 

"The Children, Young Persons and their Families Act may be a harbinger of the 

rediscovery of the family as a responsible decision making body .',.19 

Previously decisions about young offenders were made by the court and judges 

were the central player in the decision making process. Under the CYPF Act they 

play a very limited role having input in only the most serious or problematic 

cases. The state still play a role in the process- the conference is organised by a 

youth justice co-ordinator who facilitates proceedings and police and a social 

worker may also participate in the decision making process. However, it is the 

family who are now the central plc1yers, and who collectively take responsibility 

both for the decision, its enforcement and the future care and behaviour of the 
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youth . Their involvement is seen as an effective means of ensuring the offender 

takes responsibility and is held accountable. The family is seen as the experts on 

their youth, as having the greatest knowledge about what needs to be done to 

prevent further offending and the best way of doing it. 50 Their involvement may 

also help reduce the chances of reoffending as the involvement of people they are 

close to forces the offender to face up to the offending and its effects. The process 

will be more meaningful and so more effective. Strengthening the family is also 

considered important with families being encouraged to consider their role in the 

offending. 

The importance of family decision making is apparent in the process which 

requires families to be given time after group discussion to taJk in private and 

come to a decision about the plan they consider most appropriate. This part of the 

process is one that sets the ew Zealand model apart from many overseas models 

ofFGCs.51 

B Victim Participation 

The changing role of victims has been the most significant development within 

the process of FGCs. 

The traditional court system has had great difficulty in addressing the concerns of 

victims. Their role has been limited, largely, to that of crown witness-2
. ln Family 

Group Conferences the victim is an active participant in the process. 

The concept of restorative rather than adversarial justice was not a central concern 

of the original CYPF Act. 53 However the FGC process has been increasingly 

49 Jan Hassall "Opening Address" ( 1991 )2 Children · A ewsletter from the Office of the 
Commissioner for Children l . 
~0 R Wilcox et al Family Decision Making Family Group Conferences A Practitioners· 
View (Practitioners' Publishing 1991 , Lower Hutt, 1991) I. 
51 Harry Blagg " A Just Measure of Shame? Aboriginal Youth and Conferencing in 
Australia" ( 1997) 37 Brit. J. Crimi no\. 48 l , 485 . 
52 There have been limited developments allowing greater participation in the courts for 
example see the Victims of Offences Act 1987 
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characte1ised as restorative. ln part this reflects the change in the role played by 

the victim. Originally the paiticipation of the victim was seen as ai1 effective way 

of ensuring the offender took responsibility for this offending. Having to face 

victims and listen to them talk about the offence and its effect on them 

personalises the offence. TI1e victim was seen as having an oppo1tunity to require 

reparation but primarily it was the impact of the victim/ offender confrontation on 

the offender that was seen as important. However, while their participation was 

seen as useful the victim's role was peripheral to the central concern for the 

famiiy . In 1990 Morris and Maxwell found that victims or their representatives 

were present in less than half of all FGCs. :;.; Most of those who did not attend 

were absent because of practica.i issues. t-or exampie, because they were not 

invited, the time was unsuitable or they were given inadequate notice. 55 Only 6% 

of victims did not wish to meet their offender.56 Wbile most victims found the 

process positive about a quarter feit worse as a resuit of their participation. 

Largely this was because they did not think the offender and/or their family were 

truly sorry and onJy about half of the victims were happy with the outcome. 
57 

The review of the CYPF Act in l 994 recognised that victims were not being 

adequately invoived in the process. TI1e amendments to the Act reflected that 

concern. 58 They allowed victims to bring supporters with them to FGCs and 

required co-ordinators to consult victims about the time, date and venue for the 

FGC. TI1e amendments formalised a practice, which most co-ordinators were 

53 T Stewart "FGCs with Young Offenders in New Zealand" in Joe Hudson et al (eds) 
Family Group Conferences Perspectives on Polic~v and Practice (The Federation Press. 
R.iverwood, 1996) 65, 68. 
54 J Tauri and A Morris " Reforming Justice: The Potential of Maori Processes" ( 1997) 30 
The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 149, 157. 
55 85% of non-attendees according to J Tauri and A Morris .. Reforming Justice: The 
Potential of Maori Processes .. ( 1997) 30 The Australian and New Zealand Journal of 
Criminology 149, 164 
' 6 G Maxwell and A Morris " Restorative Justice and Family Group Conferences .. 
( l 996)Criminology Aotearoa/ New Zealand 14 . 
'" t<.esearch by G Maxwell and A Morris as discussed in G Maxwell and A Morris 
··Kesrorat1ve JUSttce ano ramlly Group Conrerences·· ~ i '196 JCnminoiogy Aotearoa/ New 
Zealand 14 
58 (29 November 1994) 545 NZPD 5218 . 
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already undeitaking,.59 They also reflected a change in thinking from that apparent 

in the initial development of the Act. As a result families are no longer solely in 

control of where and when the FGC process occurs, victims have rights and 

interests that must be considered. or is the victim a single participant on a par 

with the youth aid officer or social worker. They may now amount to a group, 

possibly of comparable size to the offender's family group . 

111e changes also reflect changing perceptions within the system about the role of 

victims. The need of victims to participate in a healing process and the 

opportunity for reconciliation has become viewed as central. Indeed one co-

ordinator suggests that "in practice a conference without victim's participation can 

become another exercise in adults lectu1ing young people with little lasting 

effect.',w 

The centrality of the victim's role is apparent in the comments of some important 

figures in the youth justice system. Principal Youth Court Judge Brown stated: 

"The primary objectives of a criminal justice system must include healing the 

breach of social harmony . The ability of the victim to have input at the FGC is, or 

ought to be, one of the most significant vi1tues of the youth justice procedures. To 

this end victims must be sympathetically encouraged to attend these meetings and 

every step taken to allay any fears or apprehensions they may have."0 1 Doolan, 

Manager of the Southern Region of the ew Zealand Children and Young 

Persons Service and one of the officials responsible for fonnulating the Act states 

"Victims have a right to justice too- to ' get their own back ', to have returned to 

them in fact or in kind, that which has been taken away from them.''°2 Youth 

Justice Co-ordinator Stewaii states: "By focusing on the needs of victims for 

59 T Stewart "FGCs W1th Young Offenders in New Zealand" in Joe Hudson et al (eds) 
family Group Confere11ces Perspectives on Policy and Practice (The Federation Press, 
Riverwood , 1996) 65, 68 . 
60 T Stewart '·FGCs with Young Offenders in New Zealand" in Joe Hudson et al (eds) 
Family Group Co11fere11ces Perspectives 011 l'olicy and Practice (The Federation Press, 
Riverwood, 1996) 65, 68. 
6 1 MJA Brown " Foreword" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea (eds) The Youth Court in 
New Zealand: A New Model of.J11stice (Legal Research Foundation, Auckland, 1993) 
52 M Doolan ·'Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea 
(eds) /he Youth ( ·our/ 111 New Lea/and: A New Model of.J11stice (Legal Research 
1-'oundation, Auckiand, I 'J':U J 17, DS 
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healing, rhe1r need to be restored to the feeling of being in control of their lives, 

of being re-empowered, the young person and her/his family when proposing a 

plan to deal with the matter can offer a creative, constructive solution."
61 

Children 

and Young Per~ons Service publicity for victims also suggests increased 

participation, telling victims they have a role in helping to develop the plan, 

particularly as it relates to their interests, and an opportunity to say how the 

offender should be dealt with .M 

Victims are now more than a mechanism for accountability and their involvement 

is more than a means of reparation. They are seen as having a legitimate role in 

deciding on outcomes and FGCs are seen as an opportunity for reconciliation and 

healing.65 

I Restorative Justice 

The increased involvement of victims in the family group conference process 

aligns with the increasingly common proposition that family group conferences 

are a fom1 of restorative justice.66 

The notion of a restorative justice process suggests a reciprocal process rather than 

the adversarial process commonly associated with justice proceedings. lt is quite 

different from the family centred decision making objective from which FGCs 

first developed . While both are concerned with accountability the family-centred 

approach was concerned with making decisions which most suited the offender. 

Restorative justice adds a competing concern: the victim's interests. The extent to 

which victim ' s interests am taken into account varies. One conception of 

restorative justice would limit the victim's interests to the offender making good 

6' T Stewart "The Youth Justice Co-ordinator' s Role- A Personal Perspective of the New 
Legislation in Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea (eds) ]he Y0111h Courl III New 
Zealand: A New Model of )us/ice (Legal Research Foundation, Auckland, 1993) 43 , 44 . 
6~ Children and Young Persons Service ·'Victims of Offences and the FGCs A Guide for 
Victims" \ 998 . 
65 G Maxwell and A Morris "The New Zealand Model of Family Group Conferences" in C 
AJUer ano J vVundersitz (eds) Famizr Co11jerencing a11d.!11l'enile Justice: The W~1 · 
1·mwara or MI.\J)lacea upum1sm I lAus1ra11an lnsrnute ot Lnmmotogy, l. anoerra. 1 ':l':14 ) . 

l:l , 10 
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the damage in a manner akin to civii damages. Yet others have conceived the 

restorative process as requiring the otfender to indicate remorse and show a 

change of at1itude. under such a concept10n counseiiing or therapy might be 

required to change the offender's attitude in addition to reparation.01 Others, such 

as the victim empowen11ent and healing focus suggested by Stewart give victims a 

more significant role. Indeed, in many restorative justice processes the needs of 

the victim and their right to exact punishment are the central concern. 

Restorative justice processes give victims and offenders central roies . TI1eir 

conflict and their relationship are on centre stage.0a Such a process seeks to 

encourage dialogue between the two sides, identifying the source of disharmony, 

encouraging the two to take responsibility, meet the needs required and heal the 

breach. 

With the growth of concern for victims ' interests the focus on the offender and 

their family is diminished . 

V THE ACT IN PRACTICE 

There are suggestions that the Act has been very successful in stemming offending 

by young people. Most cases of offending are diverted69 and fewer youth 

offenders are arrested.70 Official statistics from 1994 suggest offending by 17-20 

year olds has dropped dramatically since 1989, much more than was expected by 

the Department of Justice. Further, Maxwell and Morris found "the proportion 

reconvicted in the first year following a family group conference (26%) 1s 

66 For example, Judge McElrea asserts this in FWM ivicElrea The Intent of the Children 
Young Persons and /heir Families Act 1989: Res/oralil'e )us/ice.? (Unpublished, 
Auckland, 1994). 
07 Lucia Zedner "Reparation and Retribution . Are they Reconcilable" ( 1994) 57 The 
Modern Law Review 228, 234 . 
08 Carol LaPrairie " Altering Course: ew Directions in Criminal Justice Sentencing Circles 
and FGCs" ( 1995) 28 Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 78, 80. 
69Gabrielle Maxwell and Allison Morris Juvenile Crime and the Children Young Persons 
and their Families Act /989 ([nstitute of Criminology, Wellington., 1990) 4 
10111 1984 29% of juvenile offenders were arrested . ln 1990 6% of juvenile o~enuers were 
arrested . ~ee Gabrielle Maxwell and Allison Morris J111 •e111/e ( ·mne and ,he l "i11iaren 
Young l'erso11s and their /•amtl1es Act 1 Y8Y( Institute of Cnmmology, Wellmgton, 1990) 
) 
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certainly no worse and 1s possibly bct1er than samples dealt with 111 the crimmal 
. . ,,/\ 
Justice system. 

The Act has successfully reduced the use of institutions for children with 

significant reduct10ns in the number of children in Department of Social Welfare 

institutions. 72 Maxwell and Robe1tson found that most youths involved in 

conferences remam with their caregiver. Those that shift tend to be placed with 

other extended family members.7·
1 

In 1990, pnor to the amendments to encourage greater input from victims, 

Maxwell and Morris w1dertook extensive research on FGCs. The most common 

outcomes in 70% of cases was an apology from the offender, in 58% of cases 

community work was agreed to, in about a third of cases reparation was decided 

upon, in about 25% undertakings designed to meet the work, educational or skills 

needs of the offender were agreed to and in 20% support or counseiiing was 

provided . They found the majority of outcomes in FGCs have failed to meet the 

objectives of stTengthening and empowering families, they have addressed the 

offences but not the young person's needs.7'-1 

Case Study 

The cases that took place during the time of my sample suggest that 1•1ctims ' 

needs are being me/ more consistently thun was prel'iously the case. Jn all cases 

the offender apologised to the v1ct1m Ferhally or in writing, somelllnes both. This 

71 G Maxwell and JP Robertson ''S tatistics on the first year of the Children Young Persons 
and their Families Act 1989" in Office of the Commissioner for Children An Appraisal of 
the First Year of the Children Yo1111g Persons and their Families Act 1989 ( l 991) 14. 
72 G Maxwell and J Robertson S1atis1ics in the First Year of the Children, Young Persons 
and their Famil,es Act 1989 ( l 99 l) 15 as quoted in "The Children, Young Persons and 
their Families Act 1989 An Overview" <http .//www.acjnetorg/docs/newzljhs.html> (last 
accessed 9 April 1998). 
"v ivfaxweii ami j Robertson Statistics in the First Year of the Children, Young Persons 
and their Families Act 1989 ( 1991) 23 as quoted m "The Children, Young Persons and 
their 1: am111es Act t '::lll'::I : An vverv1ew <http "iiwww.acJnet .org1oocs1newztJhS html> llast 
accessed IJ Apnl I 99~) 
"' L Alder and J Wundersitz "New l>irections in Juveniie Justice Refom1 in Australia' m \.. 
Alder and J Wundersitz ( eds) 1'a1111/y ( rmjere11c111g and )11Fe111/e J11st1ce: I he Way 
Fo,ward or Misplaced Optimism / (Australian Institute ofCnminology, Canben-a, 1994) 
I , 9 
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1s a pos1five sign as Maxwell and Morns jound rhar rhere was a reduced 

probab J/11y ofreojjending where the offender apologised. '' 

f<epara11on was also common ,n appropriate cases. fr was not agreed to tn only 

three uul of Len cases. In all three cases an allernalive acl was decided upon. In 

one oj rhese cases a g ijr was provided lo rhe ricllm, in anolher lhe offender 

[Jr<ll'/ded a gijt and underlook work Jor the 1·1c11tn. In a lhird case /he ojjender 

could not afford reporatwn one/ the Jam,ly decided he should complele 7 5 hour.\ 

commumly work inslead. 

VI TENSIONS 

T1ying to achieve both victim empowerment and family empowerment gtves rise 

lo tensions both in the process and outcome of FGCs. 

A Process Issues 

I Venue 

The venue of a FGC has been described by researchers as an important part of the 

family empowennenl. Where a FGC is held may impact upon the family 's 

willingness to paiticipate in the decision making process. For exainple, Olsen et al 

found that where FGCs were held on marae there was almost always a transfer of 

power from the state to the family.'° Thjs transfer allows fainilies to feel more 

comfortable and to take a fully active role in the decision and contribute more 

effectively to positive solutions. However, marae are rarely used for FGCs- only 

5% of Maori FGCs were held on maraen Department of Social Welfare premises 

were used for over half the Maori and two thirds of Pakeha FGC~. !....argely, th.is 

was att1ibuted not to the victim but to the co-ordinators who chose the premises 

75 J Tauri and A Morris " Reforming Justice· The Potential of Maori Processes" ( 1997) 30 
The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 149, 164. 
76 T Olsen et al '·Maori and Youth Justice in ew Zealand'. in K M Hazlehurst Popular 
jus/u;e and Comm11111ty Regeneratwn Pathways of Jndigenuus Reform (Praeger, Westport, 
1995) 45, 53 . 
77 T Olsen et al "Maori and Youth Justice in New Zealand'' in K M Hazlehurst Popular 
justice and Comnw11ity Rege11eratio11 Pathways of !11digeno11s Reform (Praeger, Westport, 
1995) 45 , 52 
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on the basis or what was convenient for them . However, even where there is good 

practice the difficulty arises of how to respond where a victim and family have 

different preferences for the venue. Marae, for example, may be a very 

appropriate setting for a Maori family yet the victim, particularly if they are oot 

Maori , may find it an alienating and intimidating environment. According to the 

Act the co-ordinator must consult with both parties as to an appropriate venue. 

Compromising, by finding a more neutral ground, may diminish the degree of 

family empowerment but Morris and Maxwell found that a third of all victims 

feel worse after the conference, allowing the families wishes to override the 

victims may only make victims feel re-victimised . 

2 Family facilitation of proceedings 

Olsen et al also fow1d that conferences were most effective for the family where a 

member of the family took on the role of the facilitator steering proceedings while 

the co-ordmator took a less mvolved role. This is a very pos1t1ve form of tamily 

empowerment but aga.m issues can anse if the victim is uncomfortable with it. For 

victims to be empowered by a restorative process an independent facilitator, such 

as the youth justice co-ordinator, would be preferable. Yet the central role of a 

state official can, and indeed often does, stifle family participation. Maxwell and 

Morris concluded that cultural appropriateness is not achieved without handing 

the running of the process over to those who fully understand the cultural 

background of the offender.78 Yet one of the major reasons for the dissatisfaction 

expressed by victims with the outcome was that they felt their needs were ignored 

while the needs of the family and young person were considered. Similar issues 

ruise with regard to other aspects of the proceedings. For example. Olsen et al 

found that Pakeha victims found the presence of a large number of whanau 

intim.ida:-i;:;.5 a;,d resented the use of Maori lru1guage. 79 

78 G Maxwell and A Monis "The ew Zealand Model of Family Group Conferences" in 

C Alder and J Wundersitz ( eds) Family Conjerenc111g aJJd JuveJJile J11s1ice: ]he Wtry,• 

Forward or Mi:,p/aceJ Optimism ? (Australian Institute of Criminology, Canberra. 1994) 

I 5, 36 . 
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B Focus of Discussion 

One of the important values of the FGC is its ability to look at the family itself 

and their role in the offending. ew Zealand research has shown that among 

se1·ious and repeat offenders there are significant welfare issues. 

The Family Backgrounds of the offenders showed: 

86% were experiencing problems at school ; 

76% had parents who couldn ' t cope; 

65% had experienced at least one change of caregiver or family constellation; 

60% had experienced trauma such as abuse, neglect or family violence; 

48% had a history of alcohol or substance abuse ( or a family member had such a 

history); 

42% had a history of running away; 

38% were known to live in families with a history of criminal involvement; 

80% had at least three of the above adverse background factors.80 

In a family focused FGC the extended family might seek to address these kinds of 

wider family problems. Addressing such problems requires a broader view of 

what issues are relevant to the discussion and is premised upon the welfare-based 

notion of family strengthening. Further, it requires openness about what are often 

very personal issues, which in turn depends upon the family feeling comfortable. 

W11ere the p,iority of the FGC is to prnvide a restorative process such issues 

would be a low priority . If victims take on a greater presence at FGCs and if the 

conference is held in a place not necessarily the most appropriate from the 

family ' s point of view this type of process is less likely to occur. 

Case Study 

In a case ofproperty offending where the victim was no/ present an apology and 

reparation were agreed to hut the discussion and decision centred on family 

issues. The wider family group 1dentifled the need lo support the offender and the 

79 T Olsen et al "Maori and Youth Justice in New Zealand" in KM Hazlehurst Popular 

J11slice and Comm1mily Regeneration Palhways of /11dige11011s Reform (Praegar, 

Westport, l 995) 45, 59. 
~
0 G Maxwell and J Robertson "Child Offenders in New Zealand" Criminology Aotearoa/ 

New Zealand 7, 8 
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offender 's mother and agreed to enforce the reparatJOn and apology hut also 

agreed to help them access further culturally appropriate counselling and Lo 

pro1•1de on going support. As a result extensive plans for whanau m,•oll'ement in 

addressing the family problems were drawn up. 

C Outcome: Welfare versus Justice 

I The issue OJ proportionality 

In implementing the CYPF Act New Zealand rejected the notion of welfarism in 

youth justice policy on the basis that it confused neglect with offending and 

resulted in decisions which were disproportionate to the offending. Under the 

previous Act young people in need of care and protection and young offenders 

were deaJt with under the same jurisdiction and criminal justice sanctions were 

often used to sanction intervention in families and to justify the removal of young 

people from their homes.81 Under the new Act there is recognition that offenders' 

behavi.our may reflect a need for care and protection, but the two processes are 

kept separate. 

The new Act specifically rejects the placing of an offender in the youth justice 

system for welfare purposes. Yet once in the system the consideration of welfare 

issues is not rejected. The Act emphasises that sanctions should promote the 

development ot the child within their family but the offender should still be held 

accountable anct encouragect to accept respons1b1lity for thetr beh.avtour. lt also 

states that sentences should be the least restrictive possible. However, while the 

Act takes a justice approach in requiring offenders lo take responsibiiity it doesn ' t 

provide the offender with the same degree of due process protection that a justice 

approach no,mally involves. ! hPr~ 1s no pnnc1ple that outcomes need be 

proportionate to the offence. As a result d1sproport1onate sentences aimed to deter 

and ptmish may arise.82 Also in upholding the strengthening of the fam.ily the act 

affinns some aspects of the welfare model. 

SI (27 April 1989) 497 NZPD 10247. 
82 K Warner " Family Group Conferences and the Rights of the Offender in Family 

Conferencing and Juvenile Justice" in C Alder and J Wundersitz (eds) Fami~v Group 
Conferences The Way Forward or Misplaced Optimism? (Australian Institute of 

Criminology, Canberra, 1994) 141,146. 
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In youth justice proceedings due process protections are limited. They exist in that 

a youth can refuse to agree to a decision and seek to be tried and sentenced rn 

cou11, where due process protections exist. The FGC also provides some 

protections in allowing a lawyer to be present to advise the youth . However, 

largely the FGC process, with its emphasis on flexibility and informality does not 

give youths much protection . As a result while welfa,ism 's state intervention and 

alienating facets are not apparent the central weaknes of the welfare approach to 

crime- the issue of proportionality- remains a significant issue. 

Proportionality requires that the amount of punishment be related to the gravity of 

the crime and the offender' s culpability.83 Rehabilitation, concerns for deterrence 

or public protection should not outweigh the c,iminality of the offence.iw 

However, the infoanal , flexible nature of youth justice proceedings mean its 

outcomes are not consistent nor are they based upon a particular view of the goals 

of the justice system. FGCs provide a dynamic decision making process, the 

outcomes of which may be punitive, rehabilitative, restorative or deterrent based 

or a combination. 

A major issue in relation to any informal system of mediation is the extent to 

which it upholds the rights of the weaker pai1Y. In regard to FGCs this has tended 

to be seen as the victim and the changes to the Act were intended to address this . 

Pnor to the amendments concern was expressed that the system could ignore the 

nghts of victims. "for exainple, it can result in the 111fnngement of the weaker 

party ' s rights or use subtle forms of coercion to encourage agreement. It must be 

•
3 K Warner "Family Group Conferences and the Rights of the Offender in Family 

Conferencing and Juvenile Justice" in C Alder and J Wundersitz (eds) Family Group 

Co11fere11ces '/he Way Fonvard or Mi.~placed Optimism? (Australian lnstitute of 
Criminology, Canberra., 1994) 141 , 144. 
84 K Warner "Family Group Conferences and the Rights of the Offender in Family 
Conferencing and Juvenile Justice" in C Alder and J Wundersitz (eds) Family Group 

Conferwces 77ie Way Forward or Mi.,placed Optimism? (Australian Institute of 
Criminology, Canberra, I 994) 14 I , I 45 . 
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recognised that to some extent the victim's and offender's interests are m 

. . ,,ss 
compct1t1on. 

Of more concern, however, particularly since these changes should be the rights 

ot the offender. Children are recognised by the Act and by the existence of the 

separate youth Justice system 1tsel fas bemg particularly vulnerable and therefore 

deserving of particular protection . As the offender m a process focused on makmg 

them accountable for their actions and backed by a formal justice system, should 

the conference be w1successful , they enter the process as the least powerful 

member of the conference. They are therefore vulnerable to having a decision that 

is di sproportionate to their offence placed on them. 

2 t..]Ject of Dual Concerns 

fh1s problem is exacerbated by the schemes dual objectives of victim and family 

interests. To address restorative, victim oriented concerns the victim's immediate 

needs must be met. Meeting issues of family empowerment and improving the 

well being of the young person and their family might require something quite 

different. 

The conflicting priorities are apparent in Morris and Maxwell 's findings . TI1ey 

found that where parents expressed dissatisfaction the most common reason was 

that they believed some necessary help or treatment was not offered.86 Whereas 

victims who felt dissatisfied mostly felt the penalties weren't severe enough. 87 

The problem reflects the different conceptions of offending apparent in the jusi.ice 

and welfare approaches to offending. The justice approach, with which 

accountability and victim participation aligns, treats t!~e 0 ffender is a rational 

~
5 Jean-Benoit Zegers and Ca therine Price " Youth Justice and the Children, Young 

Persons, and Their Families Act 1989"(1994)7 AULR 803,817 . 
~" G Maxwell and A Morris "The ew Zealand Model of Family Group Conferences" in C 

Alder and J Wundersitz ( eds) Family Co11jere11ci11g and Juvenile Justice: Jhe Way 

FurwurJ or Misplaced Optimisn() (Australian lnstitute of Criminology, Canberra, 1994) 

15, 34 
87 G Maxwell and A Morris ''The New Zealand Model of Family Group Conferences" in C 

Alder and J Wundersitz ( eds) Family Co11jere11ci11i and Juvenile J11s//ce: The Way 
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individual , or the offender and family as rational individuals, who should be made 

accountable for their actions. It focuses on the offence and rectifying the breach . 

The elements of welfare, apparent in family strengthening and empowerment, 

however recognise that offending may reflect broader social conditions and seeks 

to respond to tJ1em . 

Therefore, with conflicting purposes in mind the interests of victims and those of 

the family are likely to conflict. Addressing both sets of goals within the same 

process would generally require different kinds of dec1s1ons. For ex.ample, a 

family may want the youth to undertake community work or counselling while the 

victim may want them to repay the damage done to their property. 

Further, if victim empowerment is given a broader meaning the victim's demands 

might extend beyond addressing their own needs to having input on where the 

offender undertakes community work or what type of programme they be 

involved in . Under the family decision making approach the family ' s lcnowiedge 

of the youth ' s needs makes them the most appropriate dec1s1on-maker. Under a 

restorative approach victim participation would be equally legitimate, if not more 

so, as the issue which the conference is concerned with is rectifying the oftence 

not meeting the youth ' s or their family's wider needs. 

As these two approaches to decision making are so different in their premise tJ1e 

,isk exists that the end decision will attempt to address both. The scheme is 

intended to be llexible to allow for such results. This will result in disparity in 

sentences between FGCs and between FGCs and cou,ts. The loser in such a 

situation might well be tJ1e offender who would suffer obligations 

disproportionate to their offending. 

Alternatively victims may press for a particularly punitive sentence. Many 

advocates of FGCs have been quick to highlight cases where victims have shown 

Forward or tvfoplaced Oplimism "i (Australian Institute of Criminology, Canberra, J 994) 
15. 35 . 
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a great deal of forgiveness and the ability to reconcile has been achieved without 

the offender suffering excessively punitive effects.88 

"The ability of the victim to have input at the Family Group Conference is, or 

ought to be, one of the most significant virtues of the Youth Justice 

procedures .. . In return, on the basis of experience to date, we can expect to be 

amazed at the generosity of spirit of many victims and (to the surpri se of many 

professional s participating) the absence of retributi ve demands and 

vindictiveness. "89 

Case Study 

The aht/1/y of 1·1clims lo respond tn such a manner was confirmed tn one of ihe 

cases studied. Jn that case the l'tctim and their support group significantly 

oulnumbered ihe offender 's family group, nine lo four. In thal case 1he viclim 

sought to have a serious violent ojJence charge withdrawn. 'j he only benefit they 

received was a verbal apology. '/'he offender's personal urcumstances and 

pre1•ious good character seemed to be the central factors tn determining the 

decision. Hather than applying punitive sanctions a curfew, no alcohol and 

regular school attendance- measures intended lo avoid the possibility of further 

offending- ll'ere imposed. 

13ut not all victims are so selfless and their interests and those of the youth w1ll 

frequentl y conflict. The desire of some victims for a more onerous decision is 

apparent from Maxwell's study. While she found that the poiice, who clearly have 

an interest in seeing that justice is done and also a knowledge of appropriate 

sentences, were satisfied with the outcome and process in approximately 9 l "lo of 

cases only 53% of victims were sarisfied . early a tlmd o l v1ct:1ms were 

dissatisfied . This seemed to reflect unrealistic expectations by the victim, which 

inhibited the achievement of reconciliation .90 1l1is study was undertaken prior to 

88 MJA Brown " Foreword" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea (eds) 7he Youth Court 111 

New Zealand: A New Model of Justice (Legal Research Foundation, Auckland, 1993 ). 
~
9 MJA Brown " Foreword" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea (eds) ?he Youth Court in 

New Zealand: A New Model of Justice (Legal Research Foundation., Auckland, 1993). 
90 As discussed in Milt Carroll " lmplementational Issues: Considering the Options for 
Victoria" in C Alder and J Wundersitz ( eds) Family Co11fere11c111g and J111•e111/e Justice : 
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the legislative changes to increase the role of victims. In light of the shift toward 

giving victims greater input in decisions and focusing more on meeting their 

needs it might be expected that victims' expectations would be even higher now. 

Case Study 

The imposition of wide ranging decisions was apparent 1n the FU( 's plans I 

studied. 

In one case the offender faced one drugs and two property charges. He 

undertook heOI')' obligations. He agreed to I 75 hours commw11ty work, family 

supervision, an apology, counselling, cutjew and enrolment in a course. The 

,mpositJOn of I 75 hours community work is particularly high when compared 

wllh adult diversion schemes where the maximum number of hours community 

work does not usually exceed 50. 91 ft ,s also relati,·ely high irhen compared wilh 

the court orders available to the Youth Court. 92 Interestingly this was not a case 

where the rictim was present. 

Jn addition to the victim orientated undertakings of an apology and reparation 

nine of the I 3 cases studied involved an undertaking of some kind of ongoing 

educational course by the offender. In all cases undertakings aimed at 

addressing victim 's needs and also undertakings aimed at discouraging fi;rther 

oj}ending, such as cwfews, counselling and non-association orders were agreed 

to. Decisions, therefore, were more wide ranging than n11ght /J01·e heen expected 

if the cases had proceeded to court, howe,•er, most of the plans focused on 

limiting the opportunities for .fi1rther offending and improm1g the offender 's 

fi,ture rather than on punishing them. 

The Wtry Forward or Misplaced Optimism ? (Australian Institute of Criminology, 
Canberra, J 994) 167, 175 
91 G Maxwell and A Morris "The ew Zealand Model of Family Group Conferences" in C 
Alder and J Wundersitz (eds) Family Cm!fere11ci11g and J11ve111/e Jus1tce : The Wqy 
Forward or Mi!>placed Optimism? (Australian institute of Criminology, Canberra, 1994) 
IS 
92 M Doolan "Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea 
(eds) ,he Youth Court i11 New Zealand: A New Model of Justice (Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland, 1993) 18, 23 
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3 Is Proportionality Important? 

Extensive measures being agreed to in FGCs is not problematic if the conference 

scheme is perceived as a forum for effective solutions and the long tenn solutions 

are presented as rehabilitative. However, this is the kind of argument, that such 

measures are for the good of the off ender, put forward for a welfare approach to 

offending and the Act was intended to move away from such an approach . 

Maxwell and Morris argue in favour of a system which prioritises victim/ 

offender reconciliation through informal and consensus decision making over 

proportional and equitable outcomes: ''Systems of fonnal legal representation 

impede the ability of victims and offenders to talk directly to one another. 

Consi stency and proportionality of outcomes are constructs which serve abstract 

notions of justice that stand in place of agreements that restore the social balance 

between victims and offenders within their communities.,,;_, Yet Morris and 

Maxwell found in their study of FGCs that young people were not adequately 

involved in the process9
~ and therefore they are unlikely to dispute decisions. Also 

young people tend to have an incorrect perception of the likely penalty if t11etr 

case proceeds to court9
_; which may discourage them from questioning a decision. 

The perceived advantage ot avoiding courts means youth are unlikely to protect 

their own interests. In arguing for victim/ offender reconciiiation Maxwell and 

Morris faii to recognise the power imbalance between lhe offern.ter an<.1 ttle v1ctun . 

They also faii to recogmse the heavy focus on offender accountability. In addJtJon 

they ignore the roie of tamily focused decisions which are not concerned with the 

offender/ victim relationship . 

The effect of having both the family focus and the victim focus is that decisions 

tend to be moderately severe. They tend to be more severe than the court would 

93 G Maxwell and A Morris "Restorative Justice and Family Group Conferences" 
(1996)Criminology Aotearoa/ New Zealand 14. 
9

~ G Maxwell and A Morris "The New Zealand Model of Family Group Conforences" in C 
Alder and J Wundersitz ( eds) Family Co11fere11ci11g and Juvenile }us/ice: 7he Way 
Forward or Misplaced ()ptinusm ? (Australian Institute of Criminology, Canberra, 
1994)15, 31. 

9
j M Doolan "Youth Justice- Legislation and Practice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea 

(eds) n,e Youth ('our/ i11 New Zealand: A New Model of Justice (Legal Research 
Foundation, Auckland, 1993) 19, 27 
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have been.% As a result where youth expressed dissatisfaction with the resulting 

decision it was almost always because they felt the penalty was unfair or 

compared badly with that of their co-offender.97 

Addressing the problem of proportionality requires some means of protection for 

offenders' rights. Traditionally the system of appeals and the role of legal 

professionals, has provided a check on such problems. 

FGCs allow for the participation of legal advocates acting on behalf of tl1e 

offender at the conference. Decisions also go before a judge for acceptance 

however judges are generally unwilling to intervene with the decisions reached. 98 

While these state players must agree to the decision there is a preference to keep 

any interference to a minimum. This is a necessary condition if family and victim 

empowerment are not to be undermined. 

Already iliere are concerns that the role of professionals prevents tl1e family from 

exercising iliis role effectively, resulting in plans which the professional thinks 

approp1iate rather than family . Maxwell found iliat in 15% of cases families 

identified ilie professionals alone as the decision-maker.99 Increasing their role 

does nm therefore appear to be a positive means of addressing ilie problem. 

VII RESOLVING TENSIONS 

96 K Warner "Family Group Conferences and the Rights of the Offender in Family 
Conferencing and Juvenile Justice" in C AJder and J Wundersitz ( eds) Family Group 
Co11jere11ces The Way Forward or Misplaced Optimism? ( Australian institute of 
Criminology, Canberra, 1994)141 , 147. 
97 G Maxwell and A Morris "The New Zealand Model of Family Group Conferences" in C 
Alder and J Wundersitz ( eds) Family Cu11fere11ci11g and Juvenile Justice: The Way 
1·01wam or M1.sptacea t)p111111sm ,' (Australian Institute of Criminology, Canberra, 1994) 
I) , J 4 

n FWM McElrea " A New Model of Justice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea (eds) The 
Youth t ·ourt III New Leaiand: A New Modelo; .fusflce {Legal K.esearch 1<ounaat1on, 
Auckland, I 9lJJ) I, 4 
0 0 

As discussed in Miit Carroii " lmplementational Issues: Considering ii,e vµi1uns iur 
V1ctona" 111 C Alder and J Wundersttz (eds) i"am,ly ( ·011jere11c111g a11ll ./11Fe111/e .J11suce: 
/1,e Way Forward or Mi.1p/aceJ Optimism ? (Australian Institute of Criminology, 
Canberra, 1994) 167, 175 
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When tensions arise the Act would seem to suggest that family empowemient be 

prioritised. As in comparison lo the "somewhat anaemic" 1°'1 principle that due 

regard be had to the interest of any victirn 101 the importance of the family is 

emphasised in both the general objectives of the Act, which seek to promote the 

well being of youths and their families 102
, and in the principles, which require 

family groups to be maintained and strengthened 103
. However, the flexible and 

private nature of family group conference proceedings means that the Act is not 

decisive on this matter. Judge McElrea, for example, has stated "there is 

practical ly nothing else said in the Act that reflects the crucial role which in fact 

(victims) play under the new system. It is for this reason that our experience of the 

Act must be considered, in addition to its content." 1
0-l Similarly, FGC Co-

ordinator ·1·rish Stewait, has noted that despite the legislation, prior to 1994, 

aJlowing only the victim or someone on their behalf to attend the conference 

"most co-ordinators permitted victims to bring supporters. " 105 Practice, therefore, 

may differ from or supplement the legislation, which does not seek to dictate 

process preferring to leave the process flexible . This is important for achieving a 

relevant process but proves a difficulty where conflict arises, as may be the case 

when addressing victim and family interests. 

The previous sections have reflected the need for family empowennent to be 

given primacy if it is to be achieved, this section considers whether it is a 

necessary part of the FGC process. 

A Traditional Maori Process: Swapping Empowermer1i fur imli;;enuus 

Pradice 

10° FWM McElrea " A New Model of Justice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea (eds) 
The Youth Court in New Zealand: A New Model of Justice (Legal Research Foundation. 
Auck.land, 1993) t , 9. 
10 1 Section 208(g) of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 
102 Section 4 of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989. 
103 Section S(b) of the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989. 
104 FWM McE!rea " A New Model of Justice" in MJA Brown and FWM McElrea (eds) 
lhe You1h Court i11 Nell' Zealand: A Nell' Model of.Justice (Legal Research Foundation. 
Auck land , 1993) l , 9 
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ln seeking to empower families and overcome the negative effects of colonisation 

the FGC encompassed many of the traditional Maori concepts of justice. 

n1e increased emphasis on victims accords with the traditional Maori approach to 

offending. In such a society crime was seen as a disruption to the social 

equilibrium. When community rules were broken tribes had a court process 

(runanga o nga tura) headed by experts in law and containing elders and 

representatives of the offender' s and victim ' s families. 106 Maori justice was based 

upon the idea that individuals are part of a collective and that when one person 

banns another the offender's extended family are responsible to the victim's 

extended family for redressing the hann. The cause of the hann was considered to 

lie within the offender ' s community. The traditional conference involved the 

shaming of the offender and their family followed by a reconc11iat1on, mtencted to 

heal the rift. •v'The process was intended to restore the balance between the 

offender and v1ct1m and aiso within the offender ' s environment. !"he decisions on 

how to do this were generally made by the offender's hapu and whanau. iOs The 

victim and their family were central to the administration of justice. iu'.l "111e key 

jurisprudentrnl ideal reflected within these concepts was the belief that the 

criminal law (indeed all iaw) should seek to maintain or restore a sense of 

hrumony and balance within and between mdividuals, and among the various 

collectives which made up the community." i iO Therefore reconciliation rather than 

punishment and 1solat1on of the offender was sought. 

105 Trish Stewart " Family Group Conferences with Young Offenders in New Zealand" in 
Joe Hudson et al (eds) Fami(v Group Conferences Perspectives on Policy and Pracllce 
(The Federation Press, Riverwood, 1996) 68. 
106 J Tauri and A Morris ''Reforming Justice: The Potential of Maori Processes" ( I 997) 
JO The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 149. 
107 Jean-Benoit Zegers and Catherine Price ·'Youth Justice and the Children, Young 
Persons, and Their Families Act 1989" ( 1994)7 AULR 803 , 804 . 
'

0

• J i auri anu A 1v1oms rZt:forming Justice The Potential of Maori Processes" ( 1997) 
_,v The Austraiian and ·ew Zeaiand foumal ofCnmmoiogy 14':J, 1 )V 
,no J Piatt P11n1.\ii111et11111 u Pe1fec1 Sucie1y The New Zealand Penul System lf/.l{}- /939 
(Victoria University Press, Wellington, 1992) JS 
: :~ M Jackson ··Justice and Political Power· Reassertmg Maon Legal Processes" m KM 
Hazelhurst /,ega! l'l11ra/ism and the ( 'o/0111al J,egacy !11dige11011s Lxpenences of.Jus11ce 111 
( ·anada. A 11stra/1a and New Zealand (Avebury, Sydney, 1995 ) 246, 24 7 
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In dealing with the offending traditional Maori processes sought to involve all 

those effected by the offending and those able to contribute to an effective 

solution and like FGCs it involved decision making by consensus. In such a 

h f h · · th · Ill process t e empowennent o t e v1ct1m was e pnmary concern . 

Arguably, therefore, the increase in victim involvement in the FGC process 

fuither strengthens the shift towards recognising the right of Maon to impact upon 

criminal justice policy . It could be argued that rather than seeking cultural and 

family empowennent by allowing the family greater control over the process the 

shift to a greater victim focus subswnes these needs by creating a system more 

closely aligned with the traditional Mao1i system. Such an approach would 

certainly resolve some of the cunent tensions. For example, if a victim was to say 

they did not want a conference held on a marae then ''if we are to follow Maori 

customaiy practice, then the person we are most seeking to empower is the victim. 

ff the victim said, No, f don ' t want to go on a marae, they 'd have to comply with 

their wishes." 11 2 However, this approach is problematic. 

firstly, of course, there is the obvious objection that the CYPr Act sought to 

empower all family groups not just Ma01i . A system that disempowers non-Maori 

cultural groups does not adequately rectify the loss by proVlding them with a 

Maori system. As Moana Jackson pointed out: "Maori people question the belief 

that the ideal of 'one law for all ' can be meaningfully applied to people of 

different cultures when the ' one law ' does not reflect those other cultures." 1 
JJ 

Much of the value of the FGC process lies in its ability to encompass, at least in 

part, the values and cultures of all family groups, rather than simply replacing a 

Pakeha system with a Mao,i process. 

There is also doubt as to whether such a system is more approp,iate to meeting the 

needs of Maori. 

111 J Tauri and A Monis "Reforming Justice: The Potential of Maori Processes" ( 1997) 
30 The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 149, 155 . 
11 2 "Who Should Control Maori Justice?" Victoria Quarterly 22 . 
11 3 M Jackson The Maori and the Criminal Justice System He Wha1paa11ga hou- a new 
perspective Part 2 (Department of Justice, Wellington, 1988) 112. 
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Firstly, even among Maori the relevancy of traditional processes is questioned. 
Many commentators express a preference for a melding of processes. Morris and 
Tauri interviewed Maori about traditional Maori justice. One of the concerns 
expressed was " Is it fair to send people to the marae who do not understand the 
marae process, or for whom the marae presents an alien environment, just as alien 
as the courts?"11

~ The urbanisation of Maori means that Maori are no longer part 
of the same whanau/hapu group which was so important to the effectiveness of 
the traditional Maori process. 11 5 Many Maori may retain parts of their cultural 
hentage but not all. fhe most meaningful ceremony for Maori offenders may not 
therefore be a process closely aligned with traditionai iv1aori Jusnce. 

Secondly, there is a question about the extent to which a truiy Maori process is 
possible. ·' A Maori system would have to be Maori run and dominated and nor a 
direct extension of the current legal system.'' 11 6 Pratt describes the Maori process 
as being "rooted in the everyday experiences of Maori people" 11 7 rather than 
existing in isolation. The reality of the shift in Maori position in New Zealand 
from being the dominant group in society to a minority means any process, 
cultural or not, will be controlled by the state.11 8 With FGCs that is certainly the 
case. When families make decisions they do so well aware that if they tatl to reach 
agreement on a course ot actlon the state system will ta.Ke over. l aun argues that 
any system ot Maon JUStlce 1s largely myttucal, that attempts at suct1 forms of 
Justice where power remains in the hands of the state 1s merely --an extension of 
fonnal regulation, its mere mask or agent. '' 119 

114 J Tauri and A Morris "Reforming Justice The Potential of Maori Processes" ( 1997) 
30 The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology l 49. 155. 11 5 J Tauri " indigenous Justice or Popular Justice'l lssues in the development of a Maori 
Criminal Justice System" in P Spoonley et al (eds) Nga Patai Racism and Ethnic Relations 
in Aotearoa Nl'II ' Zealand (Dunmore Press , Palmerston North, 1996) 202, 2 l 4 . 11 6 J Tauri and A Morris "Reforming Justice: The Potential of Maori Processes" ( 1997) 
30 The Australian and New Zealand Journal oflnmmo1ogy 1't'i, 1 ) o 
117 J Pratt l'1111ishment in a Perfect Society The New Zealand Pe11ai System i o-+ti-i :;3:; 
( Victoria University Press, Well111g1on, 1992) ..i 5 
1 

:.~ j i aun Indigenous Justice or Popular Jus11ce·1 Issues m the development ot a Maon 
Criminal Justice ystem" in P Spooniey et al { eds) Nga Pata, Racism and l~il1111c Relations 
i11 Aotearoa New Zealand (Dunmore Press , Palmerston orth, 1996) 202, 210 
: :'.' I-' t· 1tzpatnck l I Y92) "The lmposs1b1hty or Popular Justice" I Social and LegaJ Studies 
199 as quoted 111 J Taun " Indigenous Justice or Popular Justice? Issues m the development 
ol a Maun Lnrnmai Justice :-iystem .. in lj :-ipoonley et al (eds) Nga Patm Racism am1 
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Thirdly, a look at how the system worked m practice reveals some of the 

problems that a v1ct1m approach mcurs. Such an approach may be extremely 

punitive and darnagmg to the farrnly . ·'lit 1sj no good pretending that Maori 

culture 1s all aroha (love). If you were to rape my daughter the tirst and only thing 

on my mind would be to kill you, to have utu (revenge). Maon and rnarae Justice 

was not aJl integration; it could aJso be punitive and unforgiving." 1
Lu The concept 

of rnuru (retributive compensation) was central to Maori justice and meant that 

offenders and their families could be forced to accept heavily punitive measures 

to restore the balance.'2 1 TI1e prioritising of victims' needs may therefore have a 

very destructive effect on the family unit. 

Indeed, despite being more indigenous informal processes such as the FGC can 

leave minorities such as Maori in a more vulnerable position than they wouict tmct 

themselves m were they to be tnect m a court. tltagg argues that mct1genous 

processes can be ct1stortect to tit tbe ends ot the maJonty culture. Une ot the major 

features he descnbes 1s the development of v1ct1moiogy and its concern W1th 

accountab1hty, teatures apparent 111 the New Zealand discourse on Flies. 

--while 111ct1genous peopie may wish to develop alternative Justice structures as a 

means of retrieving iost cuitures and as an aiternative to the dominant system' s 

coionising tendencies, these conservative groupings are oniy concerned with such 

alternatives tn so far as they provide a better mechamsm for ensunng outcomes for 

victims (who are most often not Aborigmal) and more effective pumshment for the 

offenders ( who are most often Aboriginal)." 122 

He oescnbes now this has happened in Australia and Canada where .. elements of 

mct1genous rraamon are reconsnucrea ro mcrease neo-co10111a1 tonns 01 

J.~th11ic Relations in Aotearoa New 7.eala11d (Dunmore Press , Palme,$t0r? Jc rth, ! 09(, ) 
202,211 
120 J Tauri and A Morris "Reforming Justice: The Potential of Maori Processes" ( J 997) 
30 The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 149, l 53 . 
121 Jim Consedine Reslorative Justice : Healing the f,jfects of Crime (Ploughshares, 
Lyttelton, 1995) 89. 
122 Harry Blagg "A Just Measure of Shame? Aboriginal Youth and Conferencing in 
Australia" ( 1997) 37 Brit. J. Criminal 48 l . 490 
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control." 123 There is an important distinction between an indigenous process 

existing within a broader Pakeha system and a process of empowerment which 

allows Maori to reclaim their youth from the majority cultures approach to justice 

and make their o~ decisions on appropriate responses to their offendtng. 

11 Increasing Alienation 

I he FUC process was mtended to empower the family and Jackson emphasises 

that if Maori processes and places are to be involved in the judicial process the 

b "th th . 124 "Th fi f mana must e seen to rest w1 at commumty. e mere trans erence o 

existing court procedures onto a marae setting alters neither its operators nor the 

views many young Maori have about it. What it runs a very real ,isk of doing is 

making young Maori associate the injustice and dismissiveness of the court 

process with the marae." 125 

TI1e current FGC process relies heavily on families entering the decision making 

process in a co-operative spirit and agreeing to participate in the undertakings 

decided upon and in their enforcement. Not only does this participation improve 

the quality ot the ctec1s1on and the likelihood of the plans being carried out but it 

also reduces the state 's costs. 

Case ,'ilutly 

Jn all but one case studied the Jamtly accepted a role in pulling /he plan 11110 

act,on. J yp1cal oJJers oj assistance were to contribute to the cost oJ reparatJOn, 10 

arrange and supervise the ojjender 's commu111ty work and to as.Hsi tn the writing 

oj an apology. State ojjic1als, such as the co-ordinator, rarely took an acu,,e role 

in the implemenlalion oj the decision, limiting their role to moniloring lhe 

decision to ensure tt was compleled. 

12
J Harry Blagg "A Just Measure of Shame? Aboriginal Youth and Conforencing in 

Australia" ( 1997) 3 7 Brit J. Criminol. 481, 490 
124 M Jackson The Maori and the Criminal Justice ,\vstem He Whaipaanga ho11- a new 
per~pective Part 2 (Department of Justice, Wellington, 1988) 238 . 
125 M Jackson The Maori and the Criminal Just tee System He Whmpaanga hou- a new 
penpecliw Part 2 (Department of Justice, Wellington, 1988) 238 
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Retaining the goodwill of the family is, therefore, important for effectiveness and 

for fiscal reasons also as CYPS relies on families actively participating in the 

FG( · plans. If families feel that the process promises empowerment but only 

delivers tokenism disillusionment is likely. Such disillusionment was apparent in 

Olsen et a.I ' s study of victims. They suggested that this could be rectified by 

families and victims being briefed about what to expect p1ior to the conference126 

yet youth justice co-ordinators face a difficulty in this as the system does not and 

cannot deliver the victim and family empowerment it promises. 

C A voiding Stigmatisation 

"It is in the family in which children are nurtured and socialised; it is in the family 

in which people live and decide their actions ... Family is the mechanism for 

transmitting the values and norms by which society is maintained and adapts."127 

An essential component of FGCs is to be reintegrative. Research suggests that 

stigmatising can, however, be a problem with FGCs. Braithwaite argues that the 

essential factor in a successful FGC is to ensure that after shaming the offender 

the process reintegrates them back into their community. He argues that shame is 
an important component of the process whereby offenders are successful 

discouraged from reoffending but shame alone can be counterproductive . 

.:::inammg me orfender stigmatises them and on its own pushes the offender outside 

or me 1aw ao1omg communny 1eavmg mem vu111erao1e ro crumna.1 suocuttures. 

:::;harn111g 1s oniy effect1ve 111 reducmg cnme It It 1s foiiowed by the remtegranon 

of the otlender back mto the law-abiding conununity. 1
:

8 

Blagg argues that reintegrative ceremonies must reflect and harmonise with the 

embedded values of a particular community. ··The s:.:~~e::;::; t'ui ceremony hinges 

126 T Olsen et al "Maori and Youth Justice in ew Zealand" in K M Hazlehurst Popular 
.Justu.:e and Comm11nity Regeneration Pathways [!( Jndigeno11s Reform (Praegar, 
Westport, 1995) 43, 48 

127 G Maxwell " A Case for a Centre of Family Studies in New Zealand" in G Maxwell et al 
( eds) Towards a child and Family Policy for New Zealand Proaedings of the Seminar 
15-1 7 Nm•emher /990 (Office of the Commissioner for Ch1lctren, we11mg10n, l'J'Jl) J 
''° j Braithwaite Crime. Shame and Rei11regrauo11 (Camb1iJg1:: univt1:,ity r-11::s:, , 
Lambnctge, t 'J~'J J 4 
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upon mutual acceptance of a cluster of shared cultural values: ·the supra-personal 

values of the tribe"' 129 To be effective, therefore, the community controlling the 

ceremony needs to be that of the offender. A community with a shared collective 

view of the world is required for shame to occur, as the offender needs to be 

perceived as existing within a close knit coimnunity.130 

Braithwaite argues that the family is the essential community of the offender and 

therefore the central un1t 1nto which they must be reintegrated. The l YPf- Act too 

views the family as providing this community. 

While reintegrative shaming was not a maJor influence on the ew Zealand 

systemu • the issues of alienation and stigmatisation that it addresses were 

important elements ol the crittc1sm levelled at the o1d system. I he possibti1ty of 

st1gmattsatton m the F<J-C process is s1gmficant. Care must be taken to ensure that 

the FGC process does not simply become another means by which to stigmatise. 

As Cronin has noted children in the juvenile justice system represent .. some of the 

most oisadvantaged, damaged and least articulate young people in the community, 

yet are expected to benefit from being shamed, while confronting angry and 

emotional victims, acknowledging their wrongdoing and making reparation_ ,.:,: 

The FGC process aims to deal with youth in a low key, informal manner avoiding 

alienating the offender from their community and thus stigmatising them. The 

process, like the reintegrative processes that Braithwaite argues are so successfui 

at controlling crime, is ·'an intensive social control process''rn_ The success of this 

process, therefore, depends upon having a community withm which to reintegrate. 

129 Harry Blag? "A Just Measure of Shame? Aboriginal Youth and Conferencing in 
Australia" (1997) 37 Brit . l Criminol. 481 ,486. 
110 Harry Blagg " A Just Measure of Shame? Aboriginal Youth and Conferencing in 
Australia" ( l 997) 3 7 Brit. J. Crimi no\. 481 , 488. 
rn J Bargen " A Critical View of Conferencing" (1995) 28 The Australian and New 
Zealand Joumai ofCriminoiogy JOO, 102. 
132 C Cunneen " Community Conferencing and the Fiction oflndige11uu~ C u11i1 ui i i l/l/ 7) 
30 The Australian and New Zealand Journal or Criminology 292, 295 . 
1
" iviilt C111uii 1111µle111t:11tationai Issues: Considering the Opiions tor Victoria-· in C 

Alder and J Wundersttz ( eds) J,amily ( ·u11.fere11cmg and Juvenile J11s11ce : I he Way 
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In cases where the family is a strong unit the concerns of the victim and the 

family's preparedness to accept collective responsibility for the offending could 

be very pos1t1ve, emphasising for the offender the strength ol their community. 

But where the family is not a strong urnt and does not take this role the effect 

would be the opposite. Without ensunng that the offender's sense of self within a 

community is emphasised the process may snnply shame the off ender. 

In seeking to empower the famiiy as a dec1s1on makrng body the CYPt-- Act 

sought to stTengthen tbe tarmiy as community, recogmsmg that offenders ' 

farniiies may not always present as a cohesive unit. Agam this 1s an area where 

concerns about the v1ctnn and a tocus on restorative justice may unde1mine this 

obJect1ve. 

Kesearch suggests that offenders ' families tend not to present as a cohesive unit 

with the maJority of scientific evidence pointing to a link between family 

dysfunction arid youth offending. 1 '4 

Recent l:,nglish research, for example, has found that the key factors related to 

youth criminality include: being brought up by a criminal parent; living in a 

family with multiple problems; expenencing poor parenting and lack of 

supervision and poor discipline in the family. The single most important factor is 

the quality of a young person 's home life, including parental supervision. 133 1n 

ew Zealand a study of serious and recidivist offenders found similar family 

problems were common. i .,o 

A US study, however, suggests that working with and involving families in 

decision making can reduce the chance of reoffending. It showed that by t;-;,;iiiilg 

Forn,ard ar Misplaced Optimism:? (Australian Institute of Criminology, Canberra, l 994) 
167, 176. 
114 M Norman and G Burbidge Attitudes of Youth Corrections Professionals towards 
Juvenile Justice Reform and Policy Alternatives- A Utah Study" ( 1991) Journal of 
Criminal Justice 19,84 . 
135 No More Excuses- A New Approach to Tackling Youth Crime in England and Wales 
<http://www homeoffice .gov uk/nme.htm> (last accessed 22 March I 'J':JlS J I . 1 111; G Maxweii and J Robenson '·'Child Offenders in New Zeaiam.i .. C1i111i11uiugy J-\Utt:a1uw 
i~ew Leaiand 7, o 
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parents in negotiation skills, in sticking to clear rules and rewarding good 

behaviour, offending rates among children were halved. 137 Participation in the 

FGC process does not provide parents with a comprehensive lesson in negotiation 

but by its inclusion of wider family and its model of consensus decision making it 

may improve parent ' s negotiation skills. It may also encourage the wider family 

to monitor and support parents to improve their parenting skills. However, these 

aims require a focus on the needs of the family and a willingness to empower 

them in order to encourage long term responsibility. Prioritising victim 

empowennent where the family unit is weak may be destructive and counter 

productive. A focus on family empowennent, on the other hand, may have 

positive spin offs. 

In addition to being an impOLtant part of reintegrative shaming improving family 

responsibility and family participation have been shown to be beneficial in 

themselves. 1:::nglish research, suppo1ts the idea that improving family 

responsibility reduces the chance of offending. It found 42% of juveniles who had 

low or medium levels ot parental superv1s1on otfended but only 20% ot Juveniies 

with high supervision . ;3;; 

further, there is evidence that family involvement is an effective means of 

discouraging offending, more effective than any punitive measure. A study of I -

2 I year olds tound that punishment was considered only the fourth most senous 

consequence or offending, only 10% considered 1t their pnmary concern whereas 

49% considered their family ' s reaction to be the biggest concern. ;3:; 

i'herefore focusing on the family and strengthening the family is an important aim 

111 Hsetr, but 1s pamcuiarly 1mponant in a system such as the H1C process 

vuJnerable to stigmatising offenders. It should, therefore, not be undermmed. 

137 IF Alexander and B V Parsons Short-term hehavio11ral inten1enlio11 with delinquent 
families: impact 011 family proce.n · and recidivism ( 1973) 81 Journal of Abnormal 
Psychology in No More Excuses- A New Approach to Tackling Youth Crime in England 
and Wales <http //www.homeoffice.gov.uk/nme.htm> (last accessed 22 March 1998) 4.8. 
u ~ " No More Excuses- A New Approach to Tackling Youth Crime in England and Wales" 
<http //www homeoffice.gov uk/nme htm> (last accessed 22 March 1998) 4 7 
"

0 

r-teather Strang " Replacing courts with conferencing" Policing 212. 216 
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VIII CONCLUSION 

The introduction of the FGC process was an innovative and positive step in youth 

justice policy. It attempts to address many of the weaknesses apparent in 

traditional criminal processes by providing a flexible system open to diverse 

needs. In general it appears to be succeeding admirably. 

Olsen et al concludes, after their research : "There was little doubt that the fam111es 

and young people we talk to preterrect the process ot HJl. s to tne process 01 

courts. I heir comments tughltght the participatory nature of the FGC process, the 

greater degree of support avaiiabie at the FGC process and the stress that 

accompanies a court appearance. As weii as feeii.ng more comfortable at the FvC 

they understood more ot what liappened and believed that It provided a more 

realistic forum for decision making." '"0 

But problems will and do arise. The rights of families, and particularly Maori, to 

take control of decision making was an underlying objective of the new process 

and such empowerment is an important part of makjng FGCs a successful 

process, yet the achievement of this is limited. ln large part this reflects the role ot 

the state and the 111ev1table conflict between the public and pnvate 111terests. The 

nse ot the v1chm 's interests, however, places an additional constraint on this. 

Research shows that young offenders come from disadvantaged backgrounds but 

that there 1s potential for improvement without significant state intervention in 

their lives, simply by using the FGC process to empower families and encourage 

responsibility and positive decision making. Experience in ew Zealand ' s youth 

justice past shows that placing offenders and their families in a process where 

their involvement is more apparent than real has an alienating and destructive 

eftect. l'he FGC process places additional demands on families, in exchange it 

otters them greater respect rn their ab11tty as dec1s1on-makers and greater control 

over their children . Yet as Morris and I aun conclude "'they appear to allow Maon 
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communities to retake possession of their conflicts and to deal with thelf 

community members but in reality do not. " '"' ll1is should be cause for concern. 

Focusing on victims ' needs and a restorative justice approach can be positive but 

where conflict arises the priority must be the empowennent of the family. The 

circumstances of young offenders show that this is where the potentiaJ for long 

tenn change lies. Whether this happens depends upon the approach taken by the 

state representatives in the process, in particular the youth justice co-ordinator 

"the model can validate the values of an indigenous group and transfer power to 

them providing there 1s the will to do so ." 14 1 

140 J Tauri and A Morris " Reforming Justice: The Potential of Maori Processes" ( 1997) 30 
The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology l 49, 158. 
141 J Tauri and A Morris "Reforming Justice . The Potential of Maori Processes" (1997) 30 
The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology 149, 159. 
142 T Olsen et al "Maori and Youth Justice in New Zealand" in KM Hazlehurst Popular 
.J11stice and Comm11111ly Rege11eralio11 Pathways<?[ J11digeno11s Reform (Praegar, 
Westport, 1995) 61 
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